Big nagging, really stressful, jaded.

Crippled along, same as usual.

Just run like a wind.

How are things in death knes?

You dreamed of in 47 paced workdays.
Parched locations
in an evocantly but

sorely
Whatever. Kind of
dunkin, light or
heavy.
A glass that we

sought both
in thirst &
worries

Heres going to
the death
Salt, plant cutture, butter, Pan. paper/cord

That's dead history, doesn't amount to a pea part.

I swear, (glance aside) ... who went real.
So, that part of my childhood seemed like a dream. I'm trying to consolidate my thinking.

You're a handful. So many things happen.
Lynn
206 484-9807
551-1813
Kiddie Line apartment
ABC

3/4" x 1 1/2" x 3 1/2"

\[
\frac{1.6}{\sqrt{4 \frac{6.5}{4}}} = \frac{3474}{25}
\]
White band showed

Stars, those

Near molten furnaces, began to take down night.

Charlotte

MTM 17

206

817-3474
considered
peeling away from glass, which caused him to freeze
Return from human race.

Valma - 2 Martinis
You ought to stay out until the spasm passes, drink until the eyeballs were floating
as the a morg to had
barked @ him.

Hard to see that
from here.

Don't know o'it
how itself seemed as
aged as 'trees.
He sauntered up
magically
Corroded
Sailor on rolling deck

Julius
She

Ceres Toys

Are cities in

wash?

You're making
that up.

I'm not.
Painfully thin devouring

Degas—Do even give a shit

I'll own you forever.

Perfect as a full moon

Curved words
It bulks

Tragedy

A hooty goddamn.
stone in hoof

Checkbook

00 clock go
g host eq

closed on/out

sum blistering in
Check out Checkers

He's done (w/me)

Check paint

Draw in sign

This head to 1 side

Leg (head) crossways

Then (I guess) did a

Better too
Shoulders like a
tongue, his man &
a 300 head &
women, she'd go
with him knowingly.

All night.

His arm lifted (went up)
abrupt lift of skin, slight.
a slope to his walk

I'll be judge that.

worthless parler

We all tend to magnify

our children (you).

He was kind to

hold a plebiscite on...

school night

"Behavior"
Oct. 22

Landing

If I had another

After

Beets - 3:45

Potatoes 4:15

Mix 4:45
melt - by the cheese

in that we make to later of us

in our corner of life.

Do get ahead of yourself.

read itself in front of me.

drag on a cig.
topside boat

cosmos

tome dome

cor span time when
I went from a shake
you I age to a
full doc.

RedHead

Companial? Compatible?
you know it when...
What's Whoozis

Hey, why do that?

That's it, get 'em.

He expressed surprise.

ye what chalif, ye homewrk.

Suprise, real or not
A call tell, cascaded
cover him.
Now you're cooking.

Pat Matherne
'88 Day Trip

Ain't it can paw a drink, but you—
Oo h'melled up trying to think you to
express it—make it amount to s'thing.

golden rain
Now a appointment
reasoned in shot
That
discard pills
/journal (Dr. Shows)
Jan. Chen appointment
remember Pain order?
Give a performance

Vit in a few drinks (casserole)
Dr. K

- blotchy
- skin very dry; Eucerin
- apple? hat?

- Nov. 17 appointment Dr. Shores

Thal: numb/feet
hand cramps

off Prednisone

- jumpy; hyper-aware
- mental
played up; choppiness

wellness: OK on stool test?
intravenously

Reds also named for color and holiday

Champ.

Race will probably survive.

Goddamn y'all were salt and pepper in his conversation
salted & peppered his remarks to me, but
he swore off, so to speak,
more words came &
cut around

hang it up.

caused an eye flare crazily,

anything can happen.

I have been ever since.
DEA

yrs supplied by

intricacies of language

as if he saw no other chance

catch a small Czech. Get it?

every day of nature's making
fabriciously
just plain old oo.

oo said tightly.
as best it can asse if
it resembled
closely

A funny thing:
set it right

time-worn portrayal
9 jawed dark
cooling eyes
I blanked much less (of the2
than other people).

A meal that had seen
combat, an overall
impression that
world was adding a lot
its wears.

Having seen everything
life had to offer,
life than you
can count.

Time was furthered by a
stretch 7 gray in,
smaller 7 a full.
Black head 7 head, as if parted by n' thing. Mostly, + + a face. Stream a 6 yr. old col camp head, all the us during my best.

rugged face
story

screamed
Dec. 1 appoint
Dec. 29 "

Karen: swine flu shot (because of stem cell.)

That's clumpy.

1-5 to Walmart

Trade pnees, blouses, shoes 10 1/2 med

Come home by 1-5

exit from on 99
54th & 25th
across from Mac D

I'm a bouncer.

My thinking is,

pawn/dead pawn

scrunch up (face)
Style 5354
Color 210
1122 025094
Item # 2765417
Stained Glass
Boxes etc.
phase

[illegible]

unconquered

b. here now

when mum/ from of

I wander into

script 7 our life

hopelessly musty
Blacktop Driveway
Crack-Filling Compound

whole thing.

True.

Sure thing.

ly on. Well, I guess.

That's it.

Um, yeah.

Which ain
scalp (red spots; rash)
itchy red spots
- take CloveTasol
new tube?

cheek
make
wait

- laser. more
not ache

Dec. 17 = dent. +
midnight in her eyes
privileged position
provided with landing
undisturbed
memorable scene
unconvincingly,
It transpired that...
Dana C.
David Maxwell
Peter Koby
DM X 26 = 65 X 10
100, 000
- last weekend in June.
Left its traces

What Maine knew

Hands it hanging?

Emanuel de Pinto

- M annihilation

Revisited

Water + from an ancient well
My ocean ever comes back to the Rockies, amongst that time... dive

"That's fine by me."

drown as a log

Curious and restless, high spirited

Pass sosad

trivial, quadral
11:30 thermos, D
meal, silver, real
walk: both pots

take away lamp

l'day party
best day

coming & coming
My date

Sincerely, Ahland 20716
U.B.A.
2 calendars
birthday card
gram cards

Tape & made
Artisan Cheese of
Pac NW -
Tomi Parade
(Countryman Press)
 Little Book

Jan 28 113/59
 call Dania
Lambert - melt, stars
head was a slum
taser treatment
sparkling
whether / rely on
but ..., no.
What a grinch.
Except (for our warplanes)

Those times aren't those times.

Get that into your head.
La Luli to 20th Ave

Campbell 8
B way
La Roma
- tamales

El Minuto

AZ Ann
Last spin out one

I said mean it.

Known to Penny

Read on top of Dona.

p. 125 and

Brighter than a burning bush.

Great!
To draw time in broad strokes

If he was flattened out, he'd reach into...

Pop an "on top of ems.

Raised an eyebrow.

A man tried 1 seeing that performance.
bothersome

trouble spot

permanent siesta

S crump a n gel

attraction up/you

Stay by another

magic enlaced
3nd Place

Wendy: lunch with song
- take ARC?

Doug: March

Matt Wilson
Swamp Angel

all
my friendship w/you

Still yo someday

Magic happens.
world changed

$3

a snap more

well

both thumbs outstanding!
Check Jan 25 app't
HIV Shot
Feb 24 App't
125/69

This is no a way
o'it.

We are agree o'it,
absolutly minimizing
it but only to each
other.

Don't help.
creatures called teenagers

To be not too

anything else is a 

bad news

are you writing a book

Don't flip (get excited)
Saddle. eat & let's go.

'center I attention

1, 188, 703

Yahudi

You are only young once, saying is, but that's a miscount. The times... countless